Serving Customers with Aloha for more than 25 years

Reliable. Cost-effective.
Dependable Customer Service.
Aloha Marine Lines provides reliable scheduled shipping service
to Hawaii with bi-weekly sailings between Seattle and Honolulu.
For more than 25 years, Aloha Marine Lines’ fleet of barges have safely
transported break-bulk and containerized cargo destined for communities
in Hawaii, giving customers an economical alternative to steamship service.
We understand the importance of dependable transportation services
to and from the islands. You can depend on us to move everything from
construction supplies and building materials to heavy machinery and
industrial chemicals.
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Aloha Marine Lines is the Hawaii service of Alaska Marine Lines,
part of of the Lynden family of companies. Lynden’s combined capabilities
include multi-modal transportation and logistics via air, sea and land.
Through Lynden International, a sister company, we can offer ocean and air
transportation options to and from the islands. Hawaii customers can use a
combination of transportation modes and only pay for the speed they need.

Dynamic Routing is unique service offered to Aloha Marine Lines customers. Using a combination of
transportation modes – barge, truck, ships, rail or aircraft – cargo can be transported to balance speed
and cost when shipping to different locations. You only pay for the speed you need. Slow down shipments
or speed them up to arrive just when you need them in the supply or retail chain.

Shipping Solutions
• Reliable, cost-effective bi-weekly barge service to the
Hawaiian Islands with connections to neighbor islands. The
neighboring islands of Kauai, Maui, Hawaii, Molokai and Lanai
are served via connecting inter-island barge.
• From container cargo to oversized machinery, we
specialize in moving diverse types of freight and heavy cargo
that can be expensive to transport by steamship.
• Consolidation service can be provided for customers
with materials arriving from multiple suppliers. Our 40-door,
40,000-square-foot warehouse allows us to consolidate and
load containerized freight quickly and efficiently.
• Break bulk and container cargo moves smoothly through
our 70-acre intermodal terminal in Seattle, one of the largest
cargo terminals on the West Coast. We can handle cargo
arriving by rail, truck, or water. Unlike other container carriers,
our terminal gives us the ability to load customers’ cargo to
containers or flat-racks at the vessel loading facility.
• Whatever you’re moving, we have the equipment to get
it there. Our extensive container fleet includes 20', 24', 40',
and 53' Standard, High-Cube, and Ultra-Cube 102"-wide to fit
just about anything you need shipped.
• Aloha Marine Lines’ knowledgeable customer service
representatives are available locally or toll-free on the mainland
to assist with pricing, booking or other information. We are
known for our courteous and proactive customer service.
• Our free online tracking and tracing service allows you to
run customized reports, download scanned documents and
stay on top of your freight’s journey from departure to arrival.
• Connections to the Mainland and Alaska, we offer
port-to-port or port-to-door service from Seattle, or we
can arrange door-to-door shipments from anywhere on the
mainland. In addition, we can offer connections to Alaska
through our parent company, Alaska Marine Lines.

Fun Fact
When the Harvard-Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory needed to ship
large radio telescope components to
Mauna Kea on the Big Island of Hawaii, they
chose Aloha Marine Lines. We provided
smooth sailing for the delicate
oversized equipment.

Honolulu Terminal:
Pier 5
91-550 B Malakole St.
Kapolei, HI 96707
Main: 808-536-7033
Fax: 808-538-8731
Seattle Terminal:
Terminal 115
6700 W Marginal Way SW
Seattle, WA 98106
Toll-Free: 800-426-3113
Email or visit our website:
CSWAKHI@lynden.com | www.shipaml.com
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